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Being a good teacher can be the most rewarding and exciting job in the world - however, being a teacher who doesn't work effectively can be stressful, painful, and exhausting (www.buzzle.com *Benefits of Becoming a Teacher That'll Inspire You to Be One). With proper work management, we can see that our work offers us magnanimous benefits that comprise material, physical, social, intellectual, emotional and spiritual aspects.

Let’s take it one by one.

❖ Material – Teaching profession nowadays offers fair enough salary which can make a family secure. Compare to other jobs, salary of teachers is increasing fast together with other bonuses. According to Cheri, a Teacher by Day; Discount Broker by Night and a member of http://www.totallyteacher.com , “Though the salary is not the greatest, I've found a way to survive a teacher's salary...using all the discounts that are available to us.” and getting a discount is one of the many PERKS of being a teacher.

❖ Physical – Teaching profession provides great working time unlike other jobs that needs 10 to 12 hours a day. Most of the school duration has a maximum of 8 hours a day only which give us plenty of time to spend to our family after working hours.

❖ Social – In teaching one have the opportunity to mingle to varied types of people. Different genre making us more experienced and gain more confidence in dealing with others.

❖ Intellectual – Teacher always seek for knowledge to be shared to students. A teacher is an enthusiast to knowledge wherein varied ways are abundant for teacher...Books and Internet offers great deal of information, Masteral and Doctoral studies are offered and the government provides scholarship to dedicated teachers.
Emotional – Isn’t it fulfilling to see students develop and improve over the school year? It is very satisfying to our heart to see students grow as good mannered individuals and we know that we are part of that changes.

Spiritual – The life of a teacher is like answering a call from God. The call to serve without hesitations and without conditions. Once you are a teacher, your life is forever focused in living for others. Teacher’s serves as a model to other people especially to the young ones that are why most often, teachers are devotees. Teachers can influenced others religious belief.

As what Nelson Mandela quoted, “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” and to be a part of the betterment of the world is something money can’t buy.

So why not be a teacher? Come and join us…
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